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In the past few weeks, Radware's Cloud DDoS Protection Service has been seeing a significant increase in 

DDoS activity and has been rapidly onboarding new customers in distress. Several internet service providers 

(ISPs) and cloud service providers (CSPs) have reported receiving ransom letters followed by DDoS attacks 

that impacted their services and availability. Going by the name "Fancy Lazarus," the action radius of this 

extortion group has been extending to organizations of all sizes across the world and in all verticals. No 

target is too small or too big.  

A DDoS extortion group identifies and targets organizations with unprotected assets and invites them to pay 

a ransom while threatening with devastating DDoS attacks. 

Background 
"Fantasy APT looking for unprotected assets," sounds like a classified advertisement you typically find in the 

newspaper. While it might sound entertaining, it very much describes the latest tactics employed by DDoS 

extortionists. It has been almost a year since a malicious actor, going by the names "Fancy Bear" and 

"Lazarus Group," started targeting finance, travel and e-commerce organizations in what has been one of 

the most extensive and longest-running DDoS extortion campaigns in history.  

In a ransom DDoS update, Radware covered the tactic of circling back and how extortionists were trying to 

accelerate their campaign to profit from the surge in Bitcoin. In that update, we noted that ransom DDoS, 

which have historically been short-term events, have become a persistent threat and should now be 

considered an integral part of the DDoS threat landscape. 

Over three weeks ago, DDoS extortionists have been sending ransom letters to ISPs and CSPs posing as 

"Fancy Lazarus." In an attempt to instill fear in their victims and pressuring them to comply with their 

demands, the actors created a new "super" APT moniker, a polynomial consisting of an equal part "Fancy 

Bear," the Russian APT and a part "Lazarus," the North Korean APT. 

In their letter, the extortionists allow their victims seven days to purchase Bitcoin and pay the ransom before 

beginning DDoS attacks. The fee increases each day after the deadline passes without payment. The 

ransom demand varies between targets and seems to be adjusted to the target's reputation and size. The 

ransom demand is also more "acceptable" compared to the huge demands of 10 - 20 bitcoin ($370,000 and 

$740,000 at the time of publication) in the August campaigns. Demands now vary between 0.5 ($18,500), 2 

($75,000) and 5 BTC ($185,000) and increase by the same amount for every day the deadline was missed. 

In the last few weeks, our cloud services have had numerous emergency onboardings with the mention of a 

ransom letter. Most of the onboardings were new customers, others were existing customers seeking to 

protect new assets. We did not get notified of a ransom letter received by protected customers. Because 

there is an array of DDoS protection services/solutions in the marketplace, Radware believes the threat 

actors are specifically targeting unprotected assets and organizations. These malicious actors can leverage 

BGP routing information to detect if targets are protected by always-on cloud mitigation services.  

https://www.radware.com/security/ddos-threats-attacks/threat-advisories-attack-reports/ddos-extortions-back
https://hackersalmanac.radware.com/
https://hackersalmanac.radware.com/
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Reports from victims impacted by follow-up attacks of this extortion campaign confirm this observation. Most 

ISPs and CSPs victims did have DDoS mitigation solutions to protect their customers. However, they were 

not prepared for large, globally-distributed attacks targetting their DNS services and saturating their internet 

uplinks.  

 

Figure 1: Letter circulating in several forums and received by ransom DDoS victims 

In their current message, the extortionists are claiming to use 10 out of a total of 117 attack servers to 

perform "not that heavy" DDoS attacks and provide proof of the legitimacy of their claims. Ransom letters in 

the earlier campaigns between August and December did not mention the fraction and total number of 

servers. In November of 2020, there was one tweet revealing a campaign from a group claiming to be the 

"Armada Collective" that was targeting smaller ISPs. The message mentioned a demonstration DDoS attack 

using five of the 117 attack servers (see Figure 2). 

https://twitter.com/troutman/status/1328383938209984513
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Figure 2: Ransom Letter from Armada Collective in November of 2020 

ISP and CSP Targeted by Ransom DDoS  
On May 19th, Danish Computerworld reported that Copenhagen ISP Gigabit was hit by a DDoS attack that 

took their network down for almost three hours. According to the Danish media, the attack was between 50 - 

200Gbps. The Danish ISP confirmed being approached by a hacker group calling itself "Fancy Lazarus" 

before the attacks started. Once the company had returned to full operation, Gigabit immediately prepared a 

detailed logbook and reported it to law enforcement, including the Center for Cybersecurity (CFCS). 

Norlys, another Danish ISP, was attacked in the early hours of May 20th. Large amounts of traffic were 

directed towards the company's DNS servers and impacted their customers' TV and internet services. The 

DDoS attack lasted for three hours and it took Norlys until that afternoon to recover all operations.  

On May 21st, the Irish Emergency Logistics Team reported unprecedented levels of cybersecurity incidents 

in Ireland. According to a warning posted by CloudCIX, a leading Irish internet exchange and CSP, many 

ISPs in Ireland were the target of several DDoS attacks lasting a few hours each morning. Each affected ISP 

received a warning of a major DDoS attack that would start on May 21st unless the company paid 0.5 

bitcoin. 

https://www.computerworld.dk/art/256599/norlys-paa-vej-med-politianmeldelse-efter-kaempe-ddos-angreb-saadan-fandt-torsdagens-angreb-sted
https://www.computerworld.dk/art/256615/efter-stort-ddos-angreb-langer-gigabit-direktoer-ud-efter-offentlige-myndigheder
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Figure 3: Message from Irish Emergency Logistics Team on Twitter about Irish ISPs affected by ransom letters 

A message announcing "CloudCIX are operating at level 5, the highest level of threat meaning a DDoS 

attack is imminent," was spread across several Irish websites via JavaScript popups, as found in the HTML 

source of an Irish freight provider's login page (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Javascript popup announcing CloudCIX operating at level 5 

Zero.bs published a ransom note from "Fancy Lazarus" addressed to Blacknight Solutions, threatening to 

start an attack unless 0.5 bitcoin was paid.

 

Figure 5: Ransom letter addressed to Blacknight Solutions (source: zero.bs) 

https://zero.bs/collection-of-extortionransom-mails.html
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On May 23rd, Blacknight Solutions announced a large DDoS attack on their network. The DDoS ceased in 

the early morning hours of the next day (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Blacknight Solutions status page about large DDoS attack 

Another ransom message was reported on Bitcoin Abuse on May 26th. Again, the message originated from 

a group calling themselves "Fancy Lazarus" and demanded a ransom of 0.5 bitcoin from Cablenet, a internet 

service provider based in Cyprus. 

https://blacknight.tech/large-ddos-on-going/
https://www.bitcoinabuse.com/reports/1J2F6H2jndd3TSRHsSFd4nX4naaMUncBXk
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Figure 7: Bitcoin Abuse report of DDoS ransom letter targeting Cablenet 

 

Reasons For Concern 
A ransom DDoS group is identifying and targeting organizations with unprotected assets with ransom letters 

and threats of devastating DDoS attacks. The action radius of the extortionists has been extending rapidly to 

organizations of all sizes across the world and in all verticals. If your organization has a critical service 

exposed or loss of connectivity impacts your business, you are a potential target for these extortionists.  

Back in January, we said ransom DDoS had become a persistent threat and we do not expect this to change 

anytime soon. As long as there are victims to extort, campaigns will keep emerging. 

Recommendations 
Radware recommends organizations, ISPs and CSPs of any size and vertical to assess the protection of 

their internet connections and plan against globally distributed DDoS attacks aimed at DNS servers and 

attempting to saturate internet uplinks.  

On-premise or local DDoS detection and mitigation is adequate for latency sensitive services and 

applications, but it only protects local infrastructure against attacks that are below the capacity of the internet 

links. Once attacks grow beyond the bandwidth of those connections, an upstream solution is required to 

block attacks while allowing only legitimate traffic to the organization. Large and globally distributed DDoS 

attacks can only be effectively mitigated by stopping malicious traffic closest to its source and never allowing 

multiple geographically distributed traffic streams to flock. Globally distributed and anycasted protection 

services are most effective against these kinds of DDoS attacks. 
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Cloud DDoS services will introduce latency, which can be unacceptable for certain applications and services 

during normal operating conditions. Hybrid DDoS protection provides the best of both worlds with on-

premise protection against all types of DDoS attacks while automatically diverting to a Cloud DDoS 

mitigation service when the attacks risk saturating the internet link. While diverted to the cloud, additional 

latency will be incurred, but the service will remain available, while in peace time there is no additional 

latency. 

More information on different deployment options for different use cases can be found in this blog. 

Our DDoS response guide outlines steps that allow you to minimize the impact of a DDoS attack and how to 

recover quickly. Download your guide here. 

EFFECTIVE DDOS PROTECTION ESSENTIALS 

 Hybrid DDoS Protection - On-premise and cloud DDoS protection for real-time DDoS attack 
prevention that also addresses high volume attacks and protects from pipe saturation 

 Behavioral-Based Detection - Quickly and accurately identify and block anomalies while allowing 
legitimate traffic through 

 Real-Time Signature Creation - Promptly protect from unknown threats and zero-day attacks 

 A Cybersecurity Emergency Response Plan - A dedicated emergency team of experts who have 
experience with Internet of Things security and handling IoT outbreaks 

 Intelligence on Active Threat Actors – high fidelity, correlated and analyzed date for preemptive 
protection against currently active known attackers.  

For further network and application protection measures, Radware urges companies to inspect and 

patch their network in order to defend against risks and threats. 

EFFECTIVE WEB APPLICATION SECURITY ESSENTIALS 

 Full OWASP Top-10 coverage against defacements, injections, etc. 

 Low false positive rate – using negative and positive security models for maximum accuracy 

 Auto policy generation capabilities for the widest coverage with the lowest operational effort 

 Bot protection and device fingerprinting capabilities to overcome dynamic IP attacks and achieving 
improved bot detection and blocking 

 Securing APIs by filtering paths, understanding XML and JSON schemas for enforcement, and 
activity tracking mechanisms to trace bots and guard internal resources 

 Flexible deployment options - on-premise, out-of-path, virtual or cloud-based 
 

https://blog.radware.com/security/ddos/2020/12/on-demand-always-on-or-hybrid-well-it-depends-on-the-use-case/
https://blog.radware.com/campaign/2021/01/ddos-response-guide/
https://www.radware.com/products/cloud-ddos-services/
https://www.radware.com/solutions/security/
https://www.radware.com/solutions/security/
https://www.radware.com/solutions/ddos-protection/
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LEARN MORE AT DDOS WARRIORS 

To know more about today’s attack vector landscape, understand the business impact of cyber-attacks or 

learn more about emerging attack types and tools visit  Radware's Security Research Center. Created 

by Radware’s Emergency Response Team (ERT), it is the ultimate resource for everything security 

professionals need to know about DDoS attacks and cyber security. 

https://security.radware.com/
https://www.radware.com/Products/ERT/

